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Abstract. This paper critically examines some recently proposed RFID
privacy models. It shows that some models suffer from weaknesses such
as insufficient generality and unrealistic assumptions regarding the ad-
versary’s ability to corrupt tags. We propose a new RFID privacy model
that is based on the notion of indistinguishability and that does not suf-
fer from the identified drawbacks. We demonstrate the easy applicability
of our model by applying it to multiple existing RFID protocols.
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1 Introduction

As Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) systems are becoming more common
(for example in access control [10,30], product tracking [10], e-ticketing [27,30],
electronic passports [18]), managing the associated privacy and security concerns
becomes more important [34]. Since RFID tags are primarily used for authen-
tication purposes, ‘security’ in this context means that it should be infeasible
to ‘fake’ a legitimate tag. ‘Privacy’, on the other hand, means that adversaries
should not be able to identify, trace, or link tag appearances.

Several models for privacy and security in the context of RFID systems have
been proposed in the literature. In this paper, we critically examine some of these
models. In particular, we focus on general models1. For some of these models
we show that, despite their intended generality, it remains unclear how to apply
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them to protocols other than the protocol in the context of which they were
proposed. Other existing models do not support adversaries that can tamper
with tags. However, considering such adversaries is important because, as low-
cost devices, tags are hardly protected against physical tampering. In particular,
it has been shown that side-channel attacks may enable an adversary to extract
secrets from the tag [17, 21, 22, 26], and so-called ‘reset’ attacks force the tag
to re-use old randomness [3, 9, 15]. The adversary can mount reset attacks by
inducing power drops or by otherwise influencing the physical environment of
the tag. Adversaries that can tamper with tags are therefore realistic.

Subsequently we propose a new model that borrows concepts from previous
models, including virtual tag references, the corruption model that Vaudenay [32]
introduced and the notion of ‘narrow’ and ‘wide’ adversaries to construct a new
model. We believe that the new model is easier to apply. Also note that, although
presented as a model for RFID privacy, it is not limited to the RFID setting;
the model may also apply to other setups, in which the participants should not
be identifiable or linkable.

Structure of the paper. Section 2 introduces the basic definitions for RFID sys-
tems and some notation. Section 3 discusses a selection of existing models, their
underlying assumptions, their usability, and some further technicalities. Sec-
tion 4 presents our model for RFID privacy which is then applied to some of the
stronger existing RFID protocols in Section 5. In the appendices, our model is
extended to a multi-indistinguishability setup, which allows multi-bit challenges.
Mutual authentication is also discussed there.

2 Definitions

Throughout this paper we use a common model for RFID systems, similar to
the definitions introduced in [8,32]. An RFID system consists of a set of tags T ,
and a reader R. Each tag is identified by an identifier ID. The memory of the
tags contains a state S, which may change during the lifetime of the tag. The
tag’s ID may or may not be stored in S. Each tag is a transponder with limited
memory and computation capability.

Tags can also be corrupted: the adversary has the capability to extract secrets
and other parts of the internal state from the tags it chooses. The reader R
consists of one or more transceivers and a central database. The reader’s task
is to identify legitimate tags (i.e. to recover their IDs), and to reject all other
incoming communication. The reader has a database that contains for every tag,
its ID and a matching secret K.

Definition 1 (RFID Framework [32]). An RFID scheme consists of the fol-
lowing algorithms:

– SetupReader(1k): setup the reader by generating the necessary keys, depend-
ing on the security parameter k. The function returns the public and private
keys of the reader. Public keys are assumed to be publicly released by the
algorithm, private keys are stored in the reader.
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– SetupTag(ID): return the tag specific secret K and the initial state S of the
tag. The pair (ID, K) will be stored in the reader, the state S in the tag.
Note that K is not necessarily stored in the tag, but the definition of the
protocol might include K in the state S.

– Protocol: a polynomial-time interactive protocol between a reader and a tag.
The reader ends with a tape output.

All the models discussed below fit the above general RFID system definition.
A function f : N → R is called ‘polynomial’ in the security parameter k ∈ N

if f(k) = O(kn), with n ∈ N. It is called ‘negligible’ if, for every c ∈ N there
exists an integer kc such that f(k) ≤ k−c for all k > kc. We denote a negligible
function by ε.

If T is a set, t ∈R T means that t is chosen uniformly at random from T . |T |
denotes the cardinality of the set. If A is an algorithm, then AO denotes the fact
that A has access to the oracle O.

3 Existing Privacy Models

This section discusses certain existing RFID privacy models. Most models fea-
ture a correctness (no false negatives), security (no false positives) and privacy
definition.

Note that covering all existing models would exceed the scope of this paper
by far. Many models, including the ones introduced in [2, 7, 11, 14, 16, 20, 31] do
not allow corrupted tags to be traced. We have selected two such models [14,20]
for further discussion, in addition to the stronger models of Vaudenay [32] and
Canard et al. [8].

3.1 Vaudenay

Several concepts from the privacy model introduced by Vaudenay [32] are used
in our model. We therefore present this in detail.

Adversarial model. The adversary of the Vaudenay model has the ability to
influence all communication between a tag and the reader and can therefore
perform man-in-the-middle attacks on any tag that is within its range. It may
also obtain the result of the authentication of a tag, i.e. whether the reader
accepts or rejects the tag. The adversary may also ‘draw’ (at random) tags and
then ‘free’ them again, moving them inside and outside its range. During these
interactions the adversary has to use a virtual identifier (not the tag’s real ID)
in order to refer to the tags that are inside its range. Finally the adversary may
corrupt tags, thereby learning their entire internal state.

The above interactions take place over eight oracles that the adversary may
invoke: CreateTag(ID), DrawTag(distr) → (vtag) , Free(vtag), Launch →
π, SendReader(m, π) → m′, SendTag(m, vtag) → m′, Result(π) → x and
Corrupt(vtag). vtag denotes a virtual tag reference, π a protocol instance, distr
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a polynomially bounded sampling algorithm, m and m′ messages and ID a tag
ID. For a complete definition of the oracles the reader is referred to [32].

The Vaudenay model divides adversaries into different classes, depending on
restrictions regarding their use of the above the oracles. In particular, a strong
adversary may use all eight oracles without any restrictions. A destructive ad-
versary is not allowed to use a tag after it has been corrupted. This models
situations where corrupting a tag leads to the destruction of the tag. A forward
adversary can only do other corruptions after the first corruption. That is, no
protocol interactions are allowed after the first corrupt. A weak adversary does
not have the ability to corrupt tags. Orthogonal to these four attacker classes
there is the notion of wide and narrow adversary. A wide adversary has access
to the result of the verification by the server while a narrow adversary does not.

Due to their generality, the above restrictions can be used perfectly in other
privacy models. Throughout the paper we will frequently refer to strong, de-
structive, forward, weak and wide/narrow adversaries.

The equations below show the most important relations between the above
privacy notions:

Wide Strong ⇒ Wide Destructive ⇒ Wide Forward ⇒ Wide Weak
⇓ ⇓ ⇓ ⇓

Narrow Strong⇒ Narrow Destructive⇒ Narrow Forward ⇒ Narrow Weak

In this case A ⇒ B means that if the protocol is A-private it implies that
the protocol is B-private. A protocol that is Wide Strong private, for exam-
ple, obviously also belongs to all other privacy classes, that only allow weaker
adversaries.

Privacy, security and correctness. In general, an RFID protocol should
satisfy (a) correctness (a ‘real’ tag is always accepted), (b) security (fake tags are
rejected) and (c) privacy (tags cannot be identified or traced). Privacy is defined
by means of the notion of a ‘trivial’ adversary. Intuitively, a trivial adversary
does not ‘use’ the communication captured during the protocol run to determine
its output.

Definition 2 (Blinder, trivial adversary - Simplified version of Defi-
nition 7 from [32]). A Blinder B for an adversary A is a polynomial-time
algorithm which sees the messages that A sends and receives, and simulates the
Launch, SendReader, SendTag and Result oracles to A. The blinder does not
have access to the reader tapes. A blinded adversary AB is an adversary who
does not use the Launch, SendReader, SendTag and Result oracles.

An adversary A is trivial if there exists a blinder B such that |Pr(Awins) −
Pr(AB wins)| is negligible.

Intuitively, an adversary is called trivial if, even when blinded, it still produces
the same output. Such an adversary does not ‘use’ the communication captured
during the protocol run in order to determine its output. Note that a blinded
adversary is not the same as a simulator typically found in security proofs: the
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blinder is separate from the adversary and has no access to the adversary’s tape.
The blinder just receives incoming queries from the adversary and has to respond
either by itself or by forwarding the queries to the system.

We are now ready to present the privacy definition.

Definition 3 (Privacy - Simplified version of Definition 6 from [32]).
The privacy game between the challenger and the adversary consists of two
phases:

1. Attack phase: the adversary issues oracle queries according to applicable re-
strictions

2. Analysis phase: the adversary receives the table that maps every vtag to a
real tag ID. Then it outputs true or false.

The adversary wins if it outputs true. A protocol is called P-private, where
P is an adversary class (strong, destructive, . . . ), if and only if all winning
adversaries that belong to the class P are trivial.

Besides privacy the protocol should also offer authentication of the tag. We refer
to this property as the security of the protocol.

Definition 4 (Security - Simplified version of Definition 4 from [32]).
We consider any adversary in the class strong. The adversary wins if the reader
identifies an uncorrupted legitimate tag, but the tag and the reader did not have
a matching conversation. The RFID scheme is called secure if the success prob-
ability of any such adversary is negligible.

Definition 5 (Correctness - Definition 1 from [32]). An RFID scheme is
correct if its output is correct except with negligible probability for any polynomial-
time experiment which can be described as follows:

1. set up the reader
2. create a number of tags including a subject one named ID
3. execute a complete protocol between reader and tag ID

The output is correct if and only if Output =⊥ and tag ID is not legitimate or
Output = ID and tag ID is legitimate.

In a follow-up paper [25] to the Vaudenay paper, the concept of mutual authenti-
cation for RFID is defined. The tag simply outputs a boolean, indicating whether
or not the reader was accepted. The authors extend the security definition by
adding a criterion for reader authentication.

Discussion. The paper of Vaudenay inspired many authors to formulate derived
RFID privacy models or to evaluate the (Paise-)Vaudenay model [6,8,12,13,23,
24, 25, 28, 29]. Although Vaudenay’s privacy model is perhaps the strongest and
most complete, it contains some flaws with respect to strong privacy.

Vaudenay’s proof of the statement that ‘strong privacy is impossible’ uncov-
ers some of these flaws. This proof assumes a destructive private protocol. By
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definition, for every destructive adversary, there exists a blinder. This includes
the adversary that (a) creates one real tag, (b) corrupts this tag right away, (c)
starts a protocol using either the state from the corrupted tag or from another
fake tag. In the end, the blinder has to answer the Result oracle. Obviously,
the adversary knows which tag was selected and knows which result to expect.
However, since the blinder has no access to this random coin of the adversary, it
must be able to distinguish a real and a fake tag just by looking at the protocol
run from the side of the reader. The proof then uses this blinder to construct
a strong adversary. Since all strong adversaries are also destructive, this proves
the impossibility of strong privacy.

Obviously, this proof only works because the blinder is separated from the
adversary. In later work [33], Vaudenay corrects the inconsistency in the model
and shows that strong privacy is indeed possible. In this new approach, the
blinder is given access to the random coin flips of the adversary. The issue with a
separate blinder is exploited multiple times by Armknecht et al. in [1]. Using this
property the authors show the impossibility of reader authentication combined
with respectively narrow forward privacy (if Corrupt reveals the temporary state
of tags) and narrow strong privacy (if Corrupt only reveals the permanent state
of tags).

Independent from this correction, Ng et al. [23] also identified the problems
with strong privacy. They propose a solution, based on the concept of a ‘wise’
adversary that does not make any ‘irrelevant’ queries to the oracles i.e. queries
to which it already knows the answer. The authors claim that, if the protocol
does not generate false negatives, then a wise adversary never calls the Result
oracle. Given the vague definition of wise adversaries it is hard to verify these
claims. The existence of attacks which exploit false positives [4] however, suggests
that the general claim that Result is not used by a wise adversary is incorrect.
Based on this questionable general claim, the authors further identify an IND-
CPA-based protocol as being strong private, without giving a formal proof.2

3.2 Canard et al.

Model. The model of Canard et al. [8] builds on the work of Vaudenay, so the
definition of oracles is quite similar. For the privacy definition the model requires
the adversary to produce a non-obvious link between virtual tags.

Definition 6. (vtagi, vtagj) is a non-obvious link if vtagi and vtagj refer to the
same ID and if a ‘dummy’ adversary, who only has access to CreateTag, Draw,
Free, Corrupt, is not able to output this link with a probability better than 1/2.3

2 Note that the original security proof (i.e. no false positives) by Vaudenay requires
IND-CCA2 encryption, so using only IND-CPA encryption would require a new
security proof. The Result may therefore serve as a decryption oracle.

3 It is unclear why the authors use the probability threshold 1/2, since one would
expect some dependency on the total number of non-obvious links. One slightly
different interpretation is that a ‘dummy’ adversary cannot determine if a given
non-obvious candidate link vtagi, vtagj is a link in reality or not.
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One major difference with respect to Vaudenay’s model is that a ‘dummy’ ad-
versary is used instead of a blinded adversary. This avoids some of the issues
surrounding the use of a blinder, because a ‘dummy’ adversary can also access
its own random tape, while a blinder cannot access the adversary’s random tape.

The definition requires the adversary to output a non-obvious link. A protocol
is said to be untraceable if, for every adversary A, it is possible to construct a
‘dummy’ adversary Ad such that |SuccUnt

A (1k)− SuccUnt
Ad

(1k)| ≤ ε(k).

Discussion. While the work certainly has its merit in formalizing and fixing the
Vaudenay model (by using a dummy adversary instead of a blinder), the model
of Canard et al. lacks generality because it focuses on non-trivial links. Other
relevant properties, which do not imply the leakage of a non-trivial link, are not
considered a privacy breach. For example, the cardinality of the set of active tags
can be leaked without leaking a non-trivial link. Because of the limited scope of
untraceability, we are not using this model.

3.3 Deng, Li, Yung and Zhao

Model. Deng et al. presented their RFID Privacy Framework in [14].
The correctness (‘adaptive completeness’) definition used by Deng et al. is

more elaborate than Vaudenay’s definition. In particular, it allows the adversary
to execute multiple complete protocol runs. This captures ‘desynchronization’
attacks where the adversary communicates a number of times with a tag (without
involvement of the reader), in order to desynchronize the tag’s state such that
it will no longer be recognised by the reader.

The security definition considers both tag-to-reader and reader-to-tag authen-
tication. The definition is similar to Vaudenay’s since it requires matching ses-
sions at reader and tag side. In Deng et al.’s model the last message is always
sent by the reader, so an adversary could just prevent the tag from finishing the
protocol by dropping this last message. Deng et al. therefore define the notion of
‘matching sessions’ such that last message attacks do not breach security. Vau-
denay omits an exact definition of ‘matching sessions’, and therefore issues like
the last message attack are not captured.

While the correctness and security definitions of Vaudenay and Deng et al.
appear to be, to a large extent, equivalent, there is a significant discrepancy
in the privacy definitions. Firstly, there is no notion of virtual tags in Deng et
al.’s model; instead the adversary can refer to all tags using their real identifiers.
Secondly, the adversary cannot create new tags. Thirdly, Deng et al. apply a zero-
knowledge proof instead of Vaudenay’s blinder construction. Informally stated,
in the zero-knowledge experiment, the adversary (in the real world) consists of
these phases:

1. Standard interaction using the oracles.
2. Select one tag at random (the ‘challenge’ tag) from the set of clean (non-

corrupted and non-active) tags.
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3. Interaction using the oracles, except that the adversary can only interact
with the non-clean tags and the challenge tag. Moreover, the challenge tag
cannot be corrupted.

4. Output a view from the previous step and the index of the challenge tag.

The simulated world is the same, except that, in the third phase, the adversary
cannot access the challenge tag. If all PPT adversaries can be simulated such
that the output of the adversary and simulator are computationally/statistically
indistinguishable, then the protocol is considered zk-private. This implies that
for all adversaries the output can actually be derived without interacting with
the challenge tag (as the simulator does).

Discussion. Because of the very specific restrictions imposed in the third phase,
this model is significantly weaker than Vaudenay’s. Firstly, the model focuses on
deriving information about a specific challenge tag (selected by the adversary),
while in Vaudenay’s model any statement that reveals information on the un-
derlying identity of any of the tags is considered a privacy breach. Secondly, the
adversary’s ability to corrupt tags is limited. In Vaudenay’s (corrected) strong
privacy model one could prove that a protocol satisfies the privacy definition
even if the ‘challenge’ tag is corrupted. The restriction that the challenge tag
must be clean is, according to the authors, introduced to ensure that the tag
is not stuck halfway a protocol run. Otherwise one can trivially distinguish the
challenge tag by checking whether or not it responds to the remainder of the
protocol run. Since a protocol run takes only a short timespan, obviously linking
two protocol messages from the same run to the same tag should not be consid-
ered a privacy breach. However, we believe that, for the purposes of excluding
this as a privacy breach, the concept of virtual tags is more suitable than overly
limiting the adversary’s corruption abilities in this manner.

The zero-knowledge private protocol proposed in [14] uses a counter as the tag
state. The value of this counter is incremented after each protocol run completed
by the tag. Obviously, this protocol does not satisfy the privacy definition if the
adversary can corrupt the targeted tag, because the adversary learns the value
of the counter (and the key) and, by decrementing the value of the counter,
it can identify previous protocol runs of the targeted tag. The model in [14]
has however been specifically tuned to disallow corruption of the challenge tag,
which is a rather unrealistic assumption and thus undermines the significance of
the claims that follow from its application.

The security and correctness definitions are more rigorous than Vaudenay’s,
so they can be a valuable alternative to them.

3.4 Juels-Weis

Model. The Juels-Weis model [20] is based on the notion of indistinguishability.
The model does not feature a DrawTag query and the Corrupt query is replaced
by a SetKey query, which returns the current secret of the tag and allows the
adversary to set a new secret. Figure 3.4 shows a simplified version of the privacy
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Experiment Exppriv
A,S :

1. Setup:
– Generate n random keys keyi.
– Initialize the reader with the random keyi.
– Create n tags, each with a keyi.

2. Phase (1): Learning
– A can interact with a polynomial number of calls to the system, but can only

issue SetKey on n− 2 tags, leaving at least 2 uncorrupted tags
3. Phase (2): Challenge

– A selects two uncorrupted tags T0 and T1. Both are removed from the set of
tags.

– One of these tags (Tb, the challenge tag) will be selected at random by the
challenger.

– A can make a polynomial number of calls to the system, but cannot corrupt the
challenge tag Tb.

– A outputs a guess bit g ∈ {0, 1}.

Fig. 1. Privacy experiment from [20]

game. The protocol is considered private if ∀A, Pr
[
Exppriv

A,S guesses b correctly
]
≤

1
2 + ε

Discussion. The Juels-Weis model is one of the few models that are based on
a simple indistinguishability game instead of the notion of simulatability. The
model is limited by the fact that the challenge tags cannot be corrupted. In terms
of the model in [32] it would be a Weak adversary with regard to the challenge
tags. For example, attacks in which the adversary links together executions of a
tag that have taken place prior to its corruption are not possible in the Juels-Weis
model because of this.

The model from [16] is very similar, with the difference that the privacy is
defined as distinguishing the reply from a real tag from a random reply.

3.5 Bohli-Pashalidis

Model. Unlike the previous models, the Bohli-Pashalidis model [5] is not an
RFID-specific model. Unfortunately, it captures only privacy properties; prop-
erties like security and correctness are not covered. The model considers a set of
users (with unique identifiers) U , whose size is at least polynomial in a security
parameter. There is no formal difference between different types of player, like
there is with tag and reader in most RFID models. The system S can be invoked
with input batches (u1, α1), (u2, α2), . . . , (uc, αc) ∈ (U , A)c, consisting of pairs of
user identifiers and ‘parameters’ and will output a batch ((e1, . . . ec), β), with
the outputs ei from each system invocation and a general output β, applying to
the batch as a whole. Users can also be corrupted, revealing their internal state
to the adversary.

The authors investigate the properties of the function f ∈ F , where F = {f :
{1, 2, . . . , n} → U} is the space of functions that map the serial number of each
output element to the user it corresponds to. In the Strong Anonymity (SA)
setting, no information should be revealed to the adversary about the function
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f , guaranteeing the highest level of privacy. Several weaker notions (which re-
veal some information on f) are defined and the relations among notions are
examined.

In the RFID setting the batch properties are currently not considered, al-
though this would be an interesting extension, since some localization protocols
are based on batch invocations of a large set of RFID tags. For simplicity we
restrict ourselves to the Bohli-Pashalidis model for online systems. For these
systems, where all batches have size one (i.e. the system never waits for multiple
inputs until it produces some output), the only two applicable distinct notions
are Strong Anonymity (SA) and Pseudonymity (PS).

The adversarial model is based on indistinguishability. The adversary can
cause different users to invoke the system using different parameters (e.g. mes-
sages) in both a left and right world with the Input((u0, α0), (u1, α1)) oracle.
Based on a bit b, selected by the challenger, the system will be invoked with
the user-data pair (ub, αb). That is, the adversary itself defines the functions
f0, f1 ∈ F , for respectively the left and right world. The adversary can also
corrupt users. At the end of the game the adversary has to output a guess bit
g. The adversary wins the game if g = b. By imposing restrictions on f0 and f1,
the authors investigate different levels of privacy.

Definition 7. A privacy protecting system S is said to unconditionally provide
privacy notion X, if and only if the adversary A is restricted to invocations
(u0, α0) and (u1, α1) such that f0 and f1 are X-indistinguishable for all invoca-
tions and for all such adversaries A, it holds that AdvX

S,A(k) = 0.

Similar definitions for computational (A is polytime in k and AdvX
S,A(k) ≤ ε(k))

and statistical privacy are available.

Discussion. Due to its generality, and due to the fact that it is not meant to
cover security properties, the Bohli-Pashalidis model needs non-trivial adapta-
tions in order to apply to RFID setting. In its current form, the model does
not support multi-pass protocols, where linking two messages from the same
protocol run is not a privacy breach. Moreover there is no distinction between
tags that need to be protected, and the reader for which privacy is not an issue.
An interesting question is whether the strictly binary distinguishing game (only
one bit of randomness in the challenge) provides enough flexibility compared to
other models, like Vaudenay’s, where there are multiple bits of randomness that
are to be guessed.

4 Our Model

4.1 Adversarial Model and Privacy

We use the setup from Definition 1. We assume a central reader R and a set of
tags T = {T1, T2, . . . , Ti}. T is initially empty, and tags are added dynamically
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by the adversary. The reader maintains a database of tuples (IDi, Ki), one for
every tag Ti ∈ T . Moreover, every tag Ti stores an internal state Si.

Let A denote the adversary, which can adaptively control the system S. A
interacts with S through a set of oracles. The experiment that the challenger
sets up for A (after the security parameter k is fixed) proceeds as follows:

Expb
S,A(k):

1. b ∈R {0, 1}
2. SetupReader(1k)
3. g ← ACreateTag,Launch,DrawTag,Free,SendTag,SendReader,Result,Corrupt()
4. Return g == b.

At the beginning of the experiment, the challenger picks a random bit b. The
adversaryA subsequently interacts with the challenger by means of the following
oracles:

– CreateTag(ID) → Ti: on input a tag identifier ID, this oracle calls
SetupTag(ID) and registers the new tag with the server. A reference Ti

to the new tag is returned. Note that this does not reject duplicate IDs.
– Launch() → π, m: this oracle launches a new protocol run, according to

the protocol specification. It returns a session identifier π, generated by the
reader, together with the first message m that the reader sends. Note that
this implies that our model does not support tag-initiated protocols.

– DrawTag(Ti,Tj) → vtag: on input a pair of tag references, this oracle gen-
erates a virtual tag reference, as a monotonic counter, vtag and stores the
triple (vtag, Ti, Tj) in a table D. Depending on the value of b, vtag either
refers to Ti or Tj . If one of the two tags Ti or Tj is already referenced in
the table (i.e. is already passed to a DrawTag without being released with
a Free), then this oracle returns ⊥. Otherwise, it returns vtag.

– Free(vtag)b: on input vtag, this oracle retrieves the triple (vtag, Ti, Tj)
from the table D. If b = 0, it resets the tag Ti. Otherwise, it resets the tag
Tj . Then it removes the entry (vtag, Ti, Tj) from D. When a tag is reset,
its volatile memory is erased. The non-volatile memory, which contains the
state S, is preserved.

– SendTag(vtag,m)b → m′: on input vtag, this oracle retrieves the triple
(vtag, Ti, Tj) from the table D and sends the message m to either Ti (if
b = 0) or Tj (if b = 1). It returns the reply from the tag (m′). If the above
triple is not found in D, it returns ⊥.

– SendReader(π, m) → m′: on input π, m this oracle sends the message m
to the reader in session π and returns the reply m′ from the reader (if any)
is returned by the oracle.4

– Result(π): on input π, this oracle returns a bit indicating whether or not
the reader accepted session π as a protocol run that resulted in successful
authentication of a tag. If the session with identifier π is not finished yet, or
there exists no session with identifier π, ⊥ is returned.

4 If no active session π exists, the reader is likely to return ⊥.
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– Corrupt(Ti): on input a tag reference Ti, this oracle returns the complete
internal state of Ti.5 Note that the adversary is not given control over Ti.

According to the above experiment description, the challenger presents to the
adversary the system where either the ‘left’ tags Ti (if b = 0) or the ‘right’ tags Tj

(if b = 1) are selected when returning a virtual tag reference in DrawTag. The
function f0 ∈ F (where F = {f : {1, 2, . . . , n} → T }, see Section 3.5) maps the
DrawTag invocations (referenced by an index k) to the tag Ti, which was passed
as first argument to DrawTag. Similarly, f1 maps invocation serial numbers to
the second argument to DrawTag. f0 and f1 therefore describe the ‘left’ and the
‘right’ world, respectively.
A queries the oracles a number of times and, subsequently, outputs a guess

bit g. We say that A wins the privacy game if and only if g = b, i.e. if it correctly
identifies which of the worlds was active. The advantage of the adversary is
defined as

AdvS,A(k) =
∣∣Pr

[
Exp0

S,A(k) = 1
]
+ Pr

[
Exp1

S,A(k) = 1
]
− 1

∣∣ (1)

4.2 Security, Correctness, Privacy

Since our model focuses on privacy, the correctness and security property are
not discusses further. Both the Vaudenay and Deng et al. security and correct-
ness definition can be used combined with the new privacy definition, without
compatibility issues (also see Section 3.1 and Section 3.3).

The adversary restrictions, as defined in Section 3.1, also apply to our pri-
vacy definition. Depending on the acceptable usage of the Corrupt oracle, an
adversary in our model is either Strong, Destructive (Corrupt destroys a tag),
Forward (after the first Corrupt only further corruptions are allowed), or Weak
(no Corrupt oracle) adversaries. Depending on the allowed usage of the Result
oracle, there exist Narrow (no Result oracle) and Wide adversaries. X is used
to denote one of these privacy notions.

Definition 8 (Privacy). An RFID system S, is said to unconditionally pro-
vide privacy notion X, if and only if for all adversaries A of type X, it holds
that AdvX

S,A(k) = 0. Similarly, we speak of computational privacy if for all
polynomial time adversaries, AdvX

S,A(k) ≤ ε(k)

We also define X+ privacy notion variants, where X refers to the basic privacy
notion and + to the notion that arises when the corruption abilities of the
adversary are further restricted (see [5]). Formally, an RFID system is said to
be X+ private if it is X private and if, for all adversaries, f0 ≈T̂ f1. Here, f0 ≈T̂

f1 means that ∀i such that f0(i) ∈ T̂ or f1(i) ∈ T̂ , it holds that f0(i) = f1(i),

5 Both the volatile and non-volatile state is returned. For multi-pass protocols it might
be necessary to relax this to only the non-volatile state; to force the adversary to
only corrupt tags Ti that are currently not drawn; or to use the concept of X+

privacy, as discussed in Section 4.3.
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where T̂ denotes the set of corrupted tags. This implies that, whenever a tag
is corrupted at some point during the privacy game, it always has to be drawn
simultaniously in both the left and the right world using a DrawTag(Ti, Ti) query
with identical arguments.

4.3 Motivation and Comparison

Our proposed model is based on the well-studied notion of (left-or-right) indis-
tinguishability. This avoids the issues with less well-studied concepts such as
blinders that the Vaudenay model suffers from (see Section 3.1). Moreover, since
several cryptographic schemes have proven security properties based on indis-
tinguishability games (e.g. IND-CPA, IND-CCA, IND-CCA2...), this is likely to
simplify the proofs using our model when using these schemes as building blocks.

Note that the Juels-Weis model from Section 3.4 also uses a traditional indis-
tinguishability setup. However, the model requires the adversary to distinguish
one out of two selected tags in the final phase. The disadvantage of this approach
is that it does not take into account other properties that might leak privacy (e.g.
cardinality) and that it limits the use of tag corruption. The Vaudenay model
did introduce some crucial tools like virtual tag references and the corruption
types that are still required.

Modelling details. There are certain notable differences of our model when com-
pared to the Bohli-Pashalidis model [5] and the other models discussed in Sect. 3:

– The introduction of CreateTag(·): since the set of tags is not predefined we
allow the adversary to dynamically create new tags.

– DrawTag(·, ·) and Free(·) are used to introduce the concept of virtual tags.
This concept is needed since otherwise SendTag(·, ·) would have to accept
two tag/message pairs (and select one of them based on the value of b). In
this case it would be trivial to determine the bit b for multi-pass protocols,
simply by using different tags for each pass of the protocol if b = 0 and the
same tag if b = 1. The protocol would only succeed if b = 1, thus allowing
detection of b. Hence, it is crucial that the same tag is always used within a
certain protocol run, which can be ensured by using virtual tag identifiers.

– Free(·) clears the volatile memory of tag, in order to avoid attacks that
depend on leaving a tag hanging in a temporary state. Such an attack is
described in [25].

– A separate communication oracle for tags and reader is used, since the reader
is not considered as an entity whose privacy can be compromised.

– Corrupt(·): corruption is done with respect to a tag, not a virtual tag. If
Corrupt(·) would accept a vtag, then determining the bit b becomes trivial
by performing the following attack:
• vtaga ← DrawTag(T1,T2)

• Ca ← Corrupt(vtaga)

• Free(vtaga)

• vtagb ← DrawTag(T1,T3)

• Cb ← Corrupt(vtagb)
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If Ca = Cb then b = 0, otherwise b = 1.
We believe that it is realistic to assume that one has the tag identifier Ti

when corrupting a tag, since corruption implies having physical access to a
tag.
Note that stateful protocols (which update their state after a protocol run)
do not satisfy our privacy definition. By issuing a Corrupt(Ti) query before
and after a protocol run, one can always identify whether or not the tag has
been active. For such protocols, one could use the significantly weaker X+

privacy notions.
– In the current setup Corrupt(Ti) reveals the full internal state of the tag,

i.e. both its volatile and non-volatile parts. This follows [1] where it is shown
that, if corruptions reveal the volatile state, then the resulting privacy no-
tions are stronger. Single-pass protocols (e.g. challenge-response) do not suf-
fer from any issues, since the volatile memory is typically erased after sending
the reply, and hence all computations are confined to the invocation of the
SendTag oracle. Multi-pass protocols on the contrary, typically require stor-
age of data in between SendTag invocations. Because corruption yields the
entire internal state, one could make additional assumptions on the corrup-
tion abilities of the adversary by restricting corruption to the non-volatile
state. An even stronger restriction would be to allow only corruption of tags
that are not drawn in either the left or right world; or use the X+ privacy
notions.

5 Evaluating Existing Protocols

This section evaluates several protocols (or classes of protocols) using our privacy
model. For security and correctness results we refer to the original papers.

Several protocol ‘prototypes’ based on symmetric cryptography are evaluated
by Ng et al. in [24] with respect to Vaudenay’s privacy model. Since none of
these protocols attain wide-forward privacy, we expect them to behave the same
in our model. For this reason, these protocols are not discussed further.

5.1 Vaudenay’s Public Key Protocol

Figure 2 shows the public key protocol presented by Vaudenay. The reader sends
out a random number a and the tag encrypts this challenge, combined with the
shared secret K and tag ID under the public key KP of the reader. The reader can
decrypt the tag’s reply and verify the shared secret K in its database. The proto-
col relies on the encryption being IND-CPA to achieve narrow-strong Vaudenay-
privacy and IND-CCA2 to achieve security and forward privacy. However, this
protocol is wide-strong private under our model, if the underlying encryption is
IND-CCA2.

Theorem 1. If the encryption used in the protocol from Figure 2 is IND-CPA,
then the protocol is strong private for narrow adversaries (i.e. adversaries that
do not use the Result query).
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State: KP , ID, K

Tag T

Secret keys: KS , KM

Reader R

a ∈R {0, 1}α

a

c = EncKP
(ID||K||a)

c

Parse DecKS
(c) =

ID||K||a′

Check a = a′.
Check K = FKM

(ID).
Output ID or fail.

Fig. 2. Public key RFID protocol from [32]

State: S

Tag T

Db:. . . , (ID, K = S), . . .

Reader R

a ∈R {0, 1}α

a

c = F (S, a)
S ← G(S)

c

Find (ID, K) and i

s.t. c = F (Gi(K), a)
and i < t.
Replace K by Gi(K)
Output ID or fail.

Fig. 3. RO protocol from [32]

Proof. Given an adversary A that wins the privacy game with non-negligible
advantage, we show how to create an adversary A′ that wins the IND-CPA
game with non-negligible advantage.

The adversary A′ runs the adversary A and answers all oracle queries from
A by simply simulating the system S, with the following exceptions:

– The public key KP of the reader is the public key of the IND-CPA game.
– SendTag: retrieve the tag references Ti and Tj from the table using the

virtual tag identity vtag. For these two tags, it generates the messages m0 =
IDi||Ki||a and m1 = IDj ||Kj ||a. The two messages m0, m1 are forwarded
to the IND-CPA oracle, which returns the encryption under KP of one of
the messages.

At the end of the game A′ outputs whatever guess A outputs. The privacy game
is perfectly simulated for the inner adversary A.

Assume that A breaks privacy, i.e. it can distinguish the left and right world,
then A′ wins the IND-CPA game. Since IND-CPA with only one call to the
encryption oracle is equivalent to IND-CPA with multiple calls to the encryption
oracle, this proves the (narrow) privacy of the protocol. 
�

The results from Lemma 8 in [32] still hold, provided the security and correctness
definitions from Vaudenay are used. So, based on these results, the protocol above
is also wide forward private.

Theorem 2. If the encryption used in the protocol from Figure 2 is IND-CCA2,
then the protocol is strong private for wide adversaries.
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Proof. The proof is similar to the proof for Theorem 1 above. When receiving a
Result query, the adversary proceeds as follows. It first compares the ciphertext
c to a list of outputs generated by the encryption oracle from the IND-CPA
game (which are used in the SendTag oracle). If it matches one of these, true is
returned. Otherwise, the result oracle forwards the ciphertext to the IND-CCA
decryption oracle and receives the matching plaintext m. The plaintext is then
parsed and verified, just as the reader would do. This game gives the same result
as the IND-CPA game described in Theorem 1. 
�

5.2 RO-Based Protocol

Another (weaker) protocol from [32], shown in Figure 3, makes use of two random
oracles F and G. The protocol uses an updating state S, which is shared by both
tag and reader. The reader sends out a random number a and the tag computes
a reply by applying F on the state S and a. The state is afterwards updated
using G. Obviously, such a protocol cannot be (narrow) strong private, since the
tag can trivially be traced after being corrupted.

Theorem 3. The protocol shown in Figure 3 is narrow-destructive private.

Proof. Assume that the challenge bit b = 0. We simulate the SendTag oracle by
returning a random value c. There will never be a SendTag query to a corrupted
tag, since tags are destroyed after corruption. This way we obtain a ‘random’
world that is indistinguishable from the ‘left’ world obtained when b = 0, pro-
vided the adversary makes no calls to F and G identical to the queries inside the
SendTag oracle when b = 0. The probability of this happening is however negli-
gible. By applying the same argument to the adversary execution when b = 1,
we show that the adversary cannot distinguish between the two worlds. 
�

6 Conclusion

Several RFID privacy models were critically examined with respect to their as-
sumptions, practical usability and other issues that arise when applying their
privacy definition to concrete protocols. We have shown that, while some mod-
els are based on unrealistic assumptions, others are impractical to apply. We
presented a new RFID privacy model, that, based on the classic notion of in-
distinguishability, combines the benefits of existing models while avoiding their
identified drawbacks. By proving it for a concrete protocol, we show that the
notion of (wide) strong privacy can be achieved under our model. Since the pri-
vacy model is based on an indistinguishability game, we can fall back on a wide
range of existing proof techniques, making the model quite straightforward to
use in practice.
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A Extending the Model

In a typical indistinguishability-based security/privacy definition, a challenger
picks a random bit b and then offers a set of well-defined interfaces over which an
adversary A can interact with the challenger. In ‘left-or-right’ security/privacy
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pair of identically formatted inputs to the challenger. The value of b can be
interpreted as indicating in which of two possible configurations the challenger
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operates, namely the ‘left’ or the ‘right’ configuration, andA’s job is to determine
this configuration.

It is possible to generalise left-or-right indistinguishability such that, the chal-
lenger picks one out of 2n possible configurations, giving us an n- indistinguish-
ability game, with adversary An. Suppose there is a system S that, if invoked
with some parameter α (taken from a system-specific parameter space A), pro-
duces an output S(α). The challenger chooses a positive number n, such that n

is polynomial in k and generates an n-bit vector b̂ = (b̂1, . . . , b̂n) uniformly at
random. Finally, it offers an interface over which An may query the challenger
with triplets of the form (i, α0, α1) ∈ {1, . . . , n}×A×A. On input such a triple,
the challenger outputs S(αb̂i

).
At the end of the game, An outputs a guess ĝ for b̂, and we say that it wins

the game if ĝ = b̂. If there exists some An such that Pr(Anwins) > 1/2n + ε,
where ε is any function that is non-negligible in k, then we say that An has
‘non-negligible advantage’ and that S is not secure.

In general, it is unclear whether or not n-indistinguishability implies
1-indistinguishability. In principle, a system could be secure if the adversary
has to identify a string from a space that is exponentially large in k, but may
fail security if the adversary just needs to identify a single hidden bit.

Lemma 1 (1-indistinguishability implies n-indistinguishability). If a sys-
tem S satisfies 1-indistinguishability then S also satisfies n-indistinguishability.

Proof. We construct an 1-indistinguishability adversary A that uses an n- in-
distinguishability adversary An as a black box. A proceeds as follows. First, it
uniformly at random chooses two n-bit vector κ and λ such that κ �= λ. Then
it offers the interface (i, α0, α1) to An. For each (i, α0, α1) received from An, A
forwards the query (ακi , αλi) to the challenger, and returns the challenger’s out-
put. By forwarding the queries this way, A simulates b̂ = κ if b = 0, and b̂ = λ if
b = 1 for An. In the rest of the proof b̂ will denote the κ if b = 0 and λ if b = 1,
¯̂
b will denote the κ if b = 1 and λ if b = 0. Accordingly, and given An’s guess
ĝ, A outputs the guess b = 0 if ĝ = κ, b = 1 if ĝ = λ, or simply a uniformly at
random selected bit otherwise.

Consider the 2n×2n matrix P with elements pi,j = Pr(An outputs j | b̂ = i).
That is, P contains the probabilities that An outputs any possible value ĝ,
conditional on the value of b̂; the element at row number i and column number j
is the probability that An outputs ĝ = j (encoded as a bit vector), given the
challenge bit vector has the value b̂ = i (encoded as a bit vector). Note that, for
all 0 ≤ i ≤ 2n,

∑
j pi,j = 1.

For any given choice of a pair (κ, λ), the probability that An wins (i.e. that it
outputs ĝ = b̂) is 1/2(pκ,κ + pλ,λ). Similarly, the probability that it ouputs ĝ = ¯̂

b
is 1/2(pκ,λ + pλ,κ). Averaging over all possible choices of (κ, λ) we obtain

Pr(An wins) =
1

2n(2n − 1)

∑
κ,λ∈{0,1}n

κ �=λ

1
2
(pκ,κ + pλ,λ) =

D
2n

(2)
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Pr(err) =
1

2n(2n − 1)

∑
κ,λ∈{0,1}n

κ �=λ

1
2
(pκ,λ + pλ,κ) =

2n −D
2n(2n − 1)

, (3)

where D =
∑2n

i=1 pi,i is the trace of P . By construction of our A, we have

Pr(A wins) = Pr(An wins) + 1/2(1 − Pr(An wins)− Pr(err)) (4)

and substituting Equations 2 and 3 into Equation 4, we obtain

Pr(A wins) =
1
2

+
2n(D − 1)

2n+1(2n − 1)
. (5)

By assumption we have that Pr(An wins) > 1/2n + ε for all functions ε that are
negligible in k. Hence, Pr(An wins) = 1/2n + δ for some non-negligible positive
δ ≤ 1 − 1/2n. In terms of the elements in P , we have D = 1 + 2nδ and when
substituting this into Equation 5 we obtain Pr(A wins) = 1

2 + 2nδ
2(2n−1) > 1/2+δ/2.

Hence, A’s advantage is non-negligible. 
�

Unlike standard hybrid arguments, the advantage δ is at most divided by 2,
when going from an n-bit distinguisher to a 1-bit distinguisher.

B Mutual Authentication

Since our model is not based anymore on the blinder construction of Paise-
Vaudenay [25], none of the impossibility results of [1] apply. It is straightforward
to modify the proof from Section 5.1 to the mutual authentication protocol based
on IND-CCA encryption from Section 6.3 in [25].
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